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Motivation

I Interest in the functioning / effectiveness of international
institutions

I Observed variation the use of dispute settlement mechanisms

I Leader change: dispute onset, conditional on regime type



Claim 1: Leader Change and Dispute Onset (and
Settlement)

Leader changes (especially those associated with changes in the
underlying support coalitions)

I lead to more new disputes and

I more settlements of disputes at the WTO



Claim 2: Effect is conditioned by regime type

The effect of leader change on dispute initiation is larger in
non-democracies than in democracies.

I New leaders after elections in democracies
I have a relatively small effect on new dispute initiation;

I Leader changes in autocracies
I have a much larger effect on dispute initiation.



Intuition: Leaders and their support coalitions

I Leaders rely on a coalition of supporters to remain in office

I Coalition members get policy benefits in return for political
support

I If the coalition changes
I So does the profile of policies, and the stream of benefits



If the support coalition changes

I Those sectors or interests that exit the coalition
I benefits shrink / preferential policies eroded

I Those sectors or interests that enter the coalition
I expansion of benefits / increased preferential policies.



Trade Policy

I Government changes ⇒ shift in the profile of trade policy.
I New members of the underlying support coalition see trade

policy shift in their favor.
I import competers: more trade barriers
I exporters: more export or production subsidies.

I Sectors that exit coalition ⇒ protection declines, in favor of
broader societal interests

I Such as those of consumers and social welfare more generally.



Disputes

I Escape clauses and safeguards: tolerated escape from the
WTO obligations

I Flexibility-enhancing devices lead to stability of the trading
regime

I But also induce trade disputes.

I Especially when they are responses to pressures from coalition
members.



Predictions: Leader Change and Disputes

When governments change

I Existing disputes over sectors that exited the supporting
coalition get settled

I New disputes emerge over sectors that enter the supporting
coalition



Autocrats and Democrats

I Autocrats, accountable to a small coalition
I offer narrow but deep protection to coalition members

I Democrats, accountable to a larger coalition
I offer broad but shallow protection to coalition members

I Deeper protection is more likely to result in disputes

I Effect of leader change on dispute onset is larger in
autocracies than in democracies.



Theory

I Two countries, Home, H and Foreign, F indexed by i .

I Each country has three districts, 1, 2, 3.

I Each district produces a good, also labeled 1, 2, 3 indexed by
g and there is a fourth good, y , the numeraire

I Individuals of mass 1 are distributed uniformly across the
districts

I Numeraire units are chosen so that the wage is 1.



Theory

I A tariff (or subsidy) for each good g in each country (H,F ),
denoted tHg and tFg .

I Then the aggregate welfare of district j (in country H) is
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Democracy

I A government is formed when a party wins the election in a
majority of the districts

I If representatives of j , k form a government. For g = 1, 2, 3.
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Autocracy
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Privileged sectors get lower protection in democracy than
autocracy

Lemma
The optimal protection t̃H

CHg
for g ∈ CH is smaller when H is a

democracy than when H is an autocracy.

I Democratic leader cares for a broader subset of the consumers
and the society at large

I Less distortion and protection for firms is optimal

I Autocratic leader cares only about capital in one sector and
one-third of the population

I Deeper protection

I Broader/ deeper tradeoff



WTO Disputes

I Pr{DefendantHg } = F (tH
CHg

) with F ′ ≥ 0,F (0) = 0

I Probability of a dispute is rising in the tariff.



Democracy and Dispute Onset

Leader Survives Leader Changes

Sector CH = {j , k} CH = {j , l} CH = {k , l}

∆tHj 0 0 small fall

∆tHk 0 small fall 0

∆tHl 0 small rise small rise

Table : Change in protection for each district/sector in each of the
possible new support coalitions.



Democracy and Dispute Onset

Leader Survives Leader Changes

Sector Prior Dispute CH = {j, k} CH = {j, l} CH = {k, l}

∆Pr{DefendantHj } yes 0 0 ↓ (settlement)

∆Pr{DefendantHk } yes 0 ↓ (settlement) 0

∆Pr{DefendantHl } no 0 ↑ (new dispute) ↑ (new dispute)

Table : WTO Dispute status after an election in H, a democracy, by
sector.

Proposition

I Leader change ⇒ new WTO dispute,
I relative to cases of no leader change.

I For existing disputes, leader turnover ⇒ settlement.



Autocracies

Leader Survives Leader Changes

Sector CH = {j} CH = {k} CH = {l}

∆tHj 0 large fall large fall

∆tHk 0 large rise 0

∆tHl 0 0 large rise

Table : Change in protection for each district/sector in each of the
possible new support coalitions in an Autocracy.



Autocratic Leader Change and Dispute Onset

Leader Survives Leader Changes

Sector Prior Dispute CH = {j} CH = {k} CH = {l}

∆Pr{DefendantHj } yes 0 ⇓ (settlement) ⇓ (settlement)

∆Pr{DefendantHk } no 0 ⇑ (new dispute) 0

∆Pr{DefendantHl } no 0 0 ⇑ (new dispute)

Table : WTO Dispute status after a potential leader change in H, an
autocracy, by sector.

I Tariff under a democracy < tariff under autocracy.

I Probability that a new tariff leads to a new dispute is higher
under autocracy than it is under democracy.



Proposition

I The effect of leader change on new dispute incidence is larger
in non-democracies than democracies.

I There are more new filings and more settlements after leader
change in non-democracies relative to democracies.



Data

I WTO disputes - requests for consultations
I CHISOLS - Leeds and Mattes (2013)

I Change in Source of Leader Support

1. ∆LA =1 if leader change in A in the current or previous year;
zero otherwise.

2. ∆SCA =1 if leader change in A in the current or previous year
was accompanied by a shift in the support coalition.

I Winning coalition size

I Polity

I Economic data

Rare Event Logits and CLARIFY
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Relative Risk of WTO Dispute and Defendant Leader Change
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Plots 1, 3 and 5 show that leader change (alone, with a change in the support coalition and without a change in the support
coalition) in small coalition defendant states increases the likelihood of dispute onset. Leader change in large coalition
defendant states appears to have little effect on the probability of dispute onset, irrespective of the type of leader change -
plots 2, 4 and 6.
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m1:AnyLC WA=0 m1:anyLC WA=1
m3: SC WA=0 m3:SC WA=1
m3: nonSC WA=0 m3:nonSC WA=1

Plots 1, 3 and 5 show that leader change (alone, with a change in the support coalition and without a change in the support
coalition) in small coalition complainant states increases the likelihood of dispute onset. Leader change in large coalition
complainant states appears to have little effect on the probability of dispute onset, irrespective of the type of leader change
- plots 2, 4 and 6.



Conclusion

I Autocratic leader change, especially associated with a change
in the support coalition leads to increased WTO dispute
initiation

I Effect small to not evident among democracies


